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MASONRY - FIXATION STONE WALLS
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Hanging rail for plasterboard ceilings and walls (drywall)

Hanging rail for plasterboard ceilings and masonry walls

The Shadowline rail - drywall enables the placement of an invisible picture hanging system between plasterboard

The Shadowline rail - masonry offers the same advantages as the plasterboard version, yet has been specially

walls and ceiling panels. A discreet shadow line is the only element that appears between the wall and ceiling, and

designed for use with masonry walls. The Shadowline rail is installed on a masonry wall during the building or

this is where the flexible picture hanging system is hidden. It is possible to install a hanging cord in the rail, anywhere

renovation phase. The Shadowline profile disappears completely in the shadow line next to the ceiling panels,

you like in the room. Since the rail itself isn’t visible, the hanging cords are suspended directly from the ceiling. If you

yet still offers all the advantages of a flexible hanging system: undamaged, clean walls and the flexibility to

choose the transparent perlon hanging cords for the rail, you will have the most discreet picture hanging system at

quickly and easily hang paintings and other wall decorations and move them around as desired.

your disposal. Using the Shadowline ceiling system means you will always have a guarantee of smooth, clean walls,
and the flexibility to decorate them any way you like, without the need for tools.

FASTENER MATERIAL

RAIL

FASTENER MATERIAL

ARTICLE NO.

ARTICLE NO.

FISCHER UX 5 x 30 R UNIVERSAL PLUG 5 mm

9.4931

FISCHER UX 5 x 30 R UNIVERSAL PLUG 5 mm

9.4931

SCREW 3,5 mm x 45 mm

9.4929

SCREW 3,5 mm x 45 mm

9.4929

9 SCREWS PER 2,5 m

SHADOWLINE
DRYWALL
RAL 9016

ARTICLE NO. 250 cm FOR USE WITH DRYWALL 13 mm
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9 SCREWS / 2,5M
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ARTICLE NO. 250 cm FOR USE WITH DRYWALL 13 mm
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